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What is the role of Brussels in the European research geography? What are the major 

research actors? Is Brussels a ‘regional research system’? Brussels is largely recognised as 

the European capital, but this role derives mainly from the localisation of EU administrative 

and political functions; whereas the role of research received minor attention (Van Camp and 

Witmeur 2009; Hoekman et al. 2013). In a ‘knowledge-based economy’, research is largely 

considered a key input measure (e.g. the EU Lisbon agenda set the 3% as target for GDP 

expenditures in research); thus, the scientific debate on ‘regional system of innovation’ (RSI) 

has become a major topic since two decades (Fagerberg, et al., 1997; Caniëls and van den 

Bosch 2011; Cooke, et al. 1997). According to this perspective, Brussels shall be seen as a 

system where multiple co-localised actors interact in a broader perspective, which involves 

both European and Belgian ones. 

In the debate on the RSI, several definitions have been proposed (Iammarino 2005) from 

‘innovative milieu’ (Maillat, Quévit, and Senn 1993), to ‘triple helix’ (Etzkowitz and 

Leydesdorff 2000) and ‘territorial innovation models’ (Moulaert and Sekia 2003). Yet, the 

common aspect across these different approaches is the ‘systemic’ perspective focusing on 

inter-relationships between different actors localised in the same region, mainly firms, 

universities and governments. However, in the case of Brussels the governance framework is 

particularly articulated due to the division between regional governments having 

competences on economic development, and linguistic communities in charge of research and 

universities; while, federal and EU tiers also play a role for research. This particularly 

articulated architecture makes Brussels a unique case study.  

This paper aims to map the performance of different actors in the Brussels Research System 

(BRS) in terms of participation in EU Framework Programme (FP) projects. Two main 

indicators are used. First, the number of FP participation shows how many time Brussels 

research actors were able to win the competition for FP-Cooperation calls and carry out 

research projects. Second, the network of FP partnerships shows the capacities of each actor 

to develop knowledge cooperation across Europe. The analysis is based on FP projects from 

FP5 (1999-2002) to FP7 (2007-2010) thanks to a unique database able to map participants at 

the district level (NUTS3). 
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Based on an empirical analysis, the paper provides three major findings. In terms of 

participations, there is a strong increase in the role played by European-related actors, 

although Belgian ones were also able to increase their participation in FP projects. 

Specifically, the increase is mainly determined by European associations (e.g. delegations, 

thematic, scientific, and industrial and business organizations, etc.) and, for a minor extent, 

by Belgian firms. On the other hand, universities are reducing their share of FP participation 

both French- and Dutch-speaking ones, despite being under different institutional 

frameworks. Second, the BRS has significantly increased research partnerships with new 

member states, and this is mainly due to European associations and the EU bodies; while, 

Belgian universities and governments already had those linkages since 1990s. Finally, the 

map of research partnerships is different depending on actors. While Belgian universities and 

EU bodies are likely to cooperate with the same districts, governments of Belgium are able to 

establish research partnerships towards different territories. 

This paper shows the differences across typologies of research actors that are co-localised in 

the BRS. This opens the floor for different policy options on how to exploit the co-presence 

of both European and Belgian actors. Moreover, this analysis questions the model of RSI 

because the territorial co-localisation is not associated with a unique institutional framework, 

as common in the international scientific debate, but a very fragmented governance system. 

Finally, this analysis highlights the double role of Brussels as a regional research system and 

as EU research capital, as showed by the presence and important role played by European 

associations. 


